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EVANDA PITOVAO | DESIGNER

EDUCATION

WORK EXPERIENCE

Hi there, 
I have recently graduated from AUT with a 
Bachelor of Design, majoring in product/industrial 
design. Where I learnt the importance to design things
that solve a problem or improve a situation.
I am really passionate about designing with purpose. 

I have a range of both digital and practical skills. 
I have experience with a range of materials and digital fabrication 
machines like laser-cutting, 3D printing and CNC routing. 
I am love to create and redesign clothing and fashion items. 

My portfolio of work can be seen on my website, evandapitovao.com .

2010 - 2014 | Mount Albert Grammar

2015 - 2017  | Bachelor in Design, Specialising in Product Design

2018 - 2020 | Master in Design - Flexible hours to suit demand

2015 - 2016 | Platypus St Lukes - Sales Associate
- Christmas Casual role, on floor and front line relationship with customers during the busiest time of the year.

2015 - 2017 | Footlocker Newmarket - Sales Associate
- 3IC/Keyholder, in charge of running shifts, team reports.
- Assisted with merchandising the store: Dressing Mannequins, table displays, wall displays, 
  reporting stock movements.
- Assisted with assembling and displaying different branded ad campaigns throughout the store and windows.

2017 - 2018 | Loaded Newmarket - Sales Associate
- Assisted with merchandising the store: Dressing Mannequins, table displays, wall displays, 
  reporting stock movements and trend forecasts. 
- Assisted with assembling and displaying different branded ad campaigns throughout the store, shelves
  and windows.
- Assisted with product and brand launch parties.
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UNIVERSITY PROJECTS

2016 | Collaboration with Kathmandu 
- Designed a smart raincoat
- Designed a smart raincoat
- Included in window display exhibition
- Designed, created and displayed other items in window display.

2017 | Collaboration with Marley 
- Designed a DIY spouting system
- IP purchased by Marley
- Strong 3D printing and CAD features

2017 | Collaboration with Bobux 
- Designed a children’s sneaker and kit
- Best Design Award entry for 2018
- Kit included pair of shoes, 2 different bag options, 20 different interchangeable 
accessories for the child/consumer to pick and choose to their liking.
- Displayed at exhibition.
- Designed, created and displayed other items in exhibition.

All projects were also physically created by Evanda Pitovao.

SOFTWARE SKILLS 

- I have used a range of adobe creative suite programs like 
Photoshop, Lightroom, Illustrator, InDesign, After Effects and Premier Pro for nearly a 
decade on a range of assignments and personal projects. I am great at troubleshooting 
ways to translate an idea using the programs when creating a design.

- I also have experience using Illustrator and Photoshop for digital fabrication purposes, 
creating laser cut and 3D print files.

- I have used the CAD program Rhino heavily throughout my degree 
and even more with personal projects. I am capable at creating 3D models 
and plans for a range of digital fabrication methods.


